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E 1 ectro 1 ux coMMERCIAL ELECTRIC FRYERS 

F4l-E (12.020.026) 
Table top single electric fryer with one removable basin 
1/3 and 150 mm deep. Stainless steel construction. 
Equipped with thermostat 50-200°C and OFF position, 
pilot lamp, power indication lamp and thermical fuse 
23o·c. Micro-switch at the head of the unit to cut the 
power by removing the head. Basket with breakable 
handle. 

Operating voltage: 
Power: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

230 VAC/50-60Hz 
2000W 
175x395x270mm 
41it ( 141 € ) 

F4+4L-E (12.020.029) 
Table top double electric fryer with two removable 
basin 1/3 and 150 mm deep. Stainless steel construc
tion. Equipped with 2 thermostats 50-200°C and OFF 
position, pilot lamps, power indication lamps and 2 
thermical fuses 230 ·C. 2 Micro-switch at the head of 
the unit to cut the power by removing the head. Baskets 
with breakable handle. 

Operating voltage: 
Power: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

230 VAC/50-60Hz 
2x2000W 
350x395x270mm 
2x41it. ( 276 € ) 

F6L-E (12.020.003) 
Electric 6 lt. deep frying table top unit. Special design, to
tal cover of the bucket's bottom by the heating element, 
resulting a uniform oil heating and speed-up of working 
circle, hinged element, removable bucket, stainless steel 
body and bucket, adjustable and OFF position thermostat 
50-200°C , pilot and power lamps and thermical fuse. 

Operating voltage: 
Power consumption: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

230 VAC/50-60Hz 
3000W 

290x480x330mm 
6 litters 
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COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC FRYERS 

F6+6L-E (12.020.004) 
Double electric 12 lt deep frying table top unit Special design, 
total cover of the bucket's bottom by the 2 heating elements, 
resulting a uniform oil heating and speed-up of working circle, 2 
hinged elements, removable buckets, stainless steel body and 
buckets, 2 adjustable and OFF position thermostats 50-200°C , 
pilot and power lamps for each bucket and 2 thermical fuses. 

Operating voltage: 
Power consumption: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

FSL-E (12 020.009) 

230 VAC/50Hz 
2x3000W 
590x480x330mm 
2x6 litters 

Electric 8 it deep frying table top unit with specially designed cold 
zone so, as to achieve uniform oil heating and fast frying. Total 
cover of the bucket's bottom, hinged heating element, oil filter, 
internal drainage tap & pipe, stainless steel body and bucket, 
adjustable and OFF position thermostat 50-20o·c, pilot and power 
lamps and thermic fuse. 
THIS MODEL INCLUDE A WATER TAP 

Operating voltage: 
Power consumption: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

230 VAC/50-60 Hz 
3000W 
320x460x41 Omm 
8 litters 

Electrolux 

///////////////////////////////////////////////AW///////////////////////////////////////////////AW////////////////////////// 

FS+SL-E (12.020 010) 
Double electric 8 + 8 lt deep frying table top unit with cold 
zones. Special design, total cover of the bucket's bottom by the 
2 heating elements, resulting a uniform oil heating and speed-up 
of working circle, hinged elements, 2 oil filters and 2 drainage 
taps, stainless steel body and buckets, 2 adjustable and OFF 
position thermostats 50-2oo·c, indication and power lamps for 
each bucket and 2 thermic fuses. 

Operating voltage: 
Power cinsumption: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

2x(230VAC/50Hz) 
2x3000W 

630x460x41 Omm 
2x8 litters 
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Electrolux 
F10L-E (12.020.030) 

Table top single electric fryer with one remov
able basin 213 and 150 mm deep. Stainless 
steel construction. Equipped with thermostat 
50-200°C and OFF position, pilot lamp, power 
indication lamp and thermical fuse 230"C. 
Micro-switch at the head of the unit to cut 
the power by removing the head. Basket with 
breakable handle 

F10+10L-E (12.020.031) 
Table top double electric fryer with 
two removable basin 2/3 and 150 mm 
deep. Stainless steel construction. 
Equipped with 2 thermostats 50-
2000C and OFF position, pilot lamps, 
power indication lamps and 2 thermi
cal fuses 230"C. 2 Micro-switch at 
the head of the unit to cut the power 
by removing the head. Baskets with 
breakable handle 

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC FRYERS 

Operation voltage: 
Bucket diOpemensions: 
Power: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

( 290 €) 

Operation voltage: 
Power: 
Bucket dimensions: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

( 564 €) 

230 VAC/50-60Hz 
354*325 mm 
3200W 
360*330*330mm 
10 lit. 

230 VAC/50-60Hz 
2*3200W 
354*325mm 
630x330x330mm 
2*1 0 lit. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////AW///////////////////////////////////////////////AW/////////////////////////// 

F12L-E (12.020.015) 
Electric 12 lt. Deep frying top unit with 
specially designed cold zone so as to 
achieve uniform oil heating and fast fry
ing. Total cover of the bucket's bottom, 
hinged heating element, oil filter, internal 
drainage tap & pipe, stainless steel body 
and bucket, adjustable thermostat 50-
200"C, indication and power pilot lamps 
and thermic fuse. 

Operating voltage: 
Power consumption: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

3x230VAC/50Hz 
7500W 
400x600x505mm 
12 litters 

( 652 € ) 

//////////////////////////////////#/////////////////////////////////////////////////1///////////////////////////////////////// 

F24L-E (12.020.020) 
Double electric table top deep frying unit 
with cold zones. Special design, total 
cover of the bucket's bottom by the 
heating elements, resulting a uniform oil 
heating and speed-up of working circle. 
Equipped with hinged elements, oil 
filters, removable drainage buckets with 
filter. Stainless steel body and buckets. 2 
adjustable and OFF position thermostats 
50-200°C , pilot and power lamps for 
each bucket and 2 thermical fuses. 
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Operating voltage: 3x(230VAC/50Hz) 
Power consumption: 15000W 
Dimensions: 770x600x505mm 
Capacity: 2x12 litters 

( 1267 €) 
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COMMERCIAL GAS FRYERS 

F6L-GTH (12.120.001) 
Gas table-top single frying unit with deep removable 
enameled basin and anti-splash surround. Stain
less steel body. Equipped with safety cut-off device 
that stops passage of gas in case of malfunction, 
pressure-electric lighter and 50-200°C thermostat 
overheat protection 230 o C. 

F6+6L-GTH (12.120.002) 
Gas table-top double frying unit with deep 
removable enameled basin and anti-splash 
surround. Stainless steel body. Equipped with 
safety cut-off devices that stop passage of 
gas in case of malfunction, pressure-electric 
lighters and 50-200 ° C adjustable thermo
stats and overheat protection 230°C. 

Electrolux 

.·(4' 

(i"• 

Capacity: 
Power consumption: 
Dimensions: 

6 litters 
6,5kW 
290x580x500mm 

* Alternative noules of gas are available on request. 

.. 

Capacity: 
Power consumption: 
Dimensions: 

2 X 6 Lt 
13kW 
650x580x500mm 

*Alternative nozzles of gas are available on request. 

1224 € 

////////////////////////AW//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////Af 

F12L-BE (12.020.022) 
Self-standing electric deep frying unit with cold 
zone. Special design, total cover of the bucket's 
bottom by the heating element, resulting a 
uniform oil heating and speed up of working 
circle. Equipped with hinged element, oil filter, 
removable drainage bucket with filter. Stain
less steel body and bucket. Power and pilot 
lamps, 50-200°C adjustable and OFF position 
thermostat, safety thermostat. 

F24L-BE (12.020.023) 
Double self-standing electric deep 
frying unit with cold zones. Special 
design, total cover of the bucket's 
bottom by the heating element, 
resulting a uniform oil heating 
and speed up of working circle. 
Equipped with hinged elements, 
oil filters, removable drainage 
buckets with filter. Stainless steel 
body and bucket. Power and pilot 
lamps, 50-2000C adjustable and 
OFF position thermostats, safety 
thermostats . 

I I 
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Operating voltage: 
Power consumption: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

Operating voltage: 
Power consumption: 
Dimensions: 
Capacity: 

1375 € 

3x230VAC/50Hz 
7500W 
400x600x1 020mm 
12 litters 

3x230VAC/50Hz 
15000W 
780x600x1 020mm 
2x121itters 
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Electrolux SALAMANDER GRILLS 

Salamander Quartz- 81 
(12 031.013) 

Salamander with 4 quartz heating 
elements. Stainless steel construction. 
Equipped with a 15 min. timer and and 4 
position operation switch. The appli
ance will be delivered with one grill and 
a handle. 

Salamander Quartz-82 
(12.031.014) 

Salamander with 6 quartz heating 
elements. Stainless steel construction. 
Equipped with a 15 min. timer and and 4 
position operation switch. The appliance 
will be delivered with one grill and a 
handle. 

Salamader ALFA 
(12.031.015) 

Small dimensions salamander. Stainless 
steel construction. Operation with a sim
merstat position 1-12. The appliance will 
be delivered with one horizontal grill. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Operation voltage: 230VAC/50Hz 
Power: 4x430W 
Dimensions: 470x250x240mm 
Weight 10 kgr 

( 161 € ) 

Operation voltage: 
Power: 
Dimensions: 
Weight: 

230VAC/50Hz 
6x430W 
470x250x355mm 
12 kgr 

( 217 € ) 

Operation voltage: 230VAC/50Hz 
Power: 2200W 
Dimesions: 500x300x280mm 

( 235 € ) 

////////AW///////////////////////////////////////////////AW///////////////////////////////////////////////A'//////////////// 

POTATO CHIPPER 

RC-1 (12.231.001) 
Manual table top potato 
chipper. Nickel plated parts 
and various stainless steel 
knifes. 

208 € 

Dimension: 600x400x500mm 

' 

RC-2 (12.231.002) 
Manual table top potato chipper. 
Nickel plated parts and various 
stainless steel knifes. 

( 279 € ) 

Dimensions: 600x400x1180mm 
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